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SOME THEORETICALASPECTS
OF AGRICULTURALPOLICIES
Joseph E. Stiglitz

n virtuallyevery country,developedand developingalike, governmentsintervenein agriculturalmarkets.They subsidizefarmers (mostlyin developedcountries);they tax farmers(mostly in
developingcountries);1they try to stabilizeprices;they imposeimport
tariffsand quotas;they restrictproduction;they providefood subsidies for urban areas; they support the use of fertilizer;they build
irrigationsystems;they offer extension services;they try to control
marketing;and they providecredit, often below marketrates. These
programshave been at the centerof growingcontroversy.They often
imposehuge financialburdenson the governmentand generateallocative inefficienciesin countriesthat are poor enough already.Yet governments in developing countries often seem to doubt the advice
offeredfrom the developedcountriesto abandonthese policies, when
the developedcountriesengagein not dissimilarpracticesthemselves.
This articleaims to providea systematicframeworkwithin which
to assess these various programs.2The circumstancesof individual
countriesdifferso much that no single prescriptionwould be appropriate for all. But the frameworkin this article should be useful for
consideringa wide rangeof cases.
I

A useful starting point is to ask, What are the legitimate reasons for
government intervention in agricultural markets? In particular, what
makes the market's own allocation either inefficient or otherwise "unacceptable"? There is a standard litany of such reasons; five are
relevant to agriculture.3
1. Incomplete markets in insurance futures and credit. Farmers
cannot get complete insurance against the big (output and price) risks
they face. Rural credit markets, like agricultural insurance markets,
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are notoriously imperfect. Farmers' access to credit is limited, if they
can obtain it at all. They often have to pay usurious interest rates,
though this may have something to do with the likelihood of default.4
2. Public goods and increasing returns. These provide the justification for governments to finance water projects. In some cases, the
marginal cost of using irrigated water, once the dam has been built, is
relatively low, and the cost of monitoring water usage is relatively
high. Water projects therefore satisfy both the criteria of pure public
goods. The provision of water is almost always a natural monopoly,
and a common (though not universal) response to such monopolies is
production by government.
3. Imperfect information. Government supply of information can be
thought of as a type of public good. (Where the government ascertains what crops grow best in a particular area, the information is
best described as a local public good.) However, disseminating information is costly, and the benefits accrue mainly to those who receive
it. So it is probably wrong to think of agriculturalextension as a pure
public service. It may be justified, however, by the next category of
market failure.
4. Externalities.The successful adoption of a new technology by one
farmer conveys valuable information to his neighbors and hence gives
them a significantexternality. The existence of this externality has been
used to justify subsidies for farmersto adopt new technologies.
5. Income distribution. Perhaps the most important reason for government intervention in agriculture is concern with the distribution of
income generated by free markets. Given the initial holdings of assets,
this distribution need not, and often does not, satisfy society's ethical
judgments. In particular, it may result in significant numbers of people
having unacceptably low incomes or supplies of food.5 This suggests
the government should design programs that increase the incomes of
small farmers-and, for urban dwellers, a program of food subsidies.6
Though this list provides various rationales for government action,
the link between them and actual government policies may be tenuous. Thus, measures aimed at reducing risk (like price stabilization
programs) may actually increase the riskiness of farmers' income, and
they often entail large subsidies.7Though government policies may be
defended in terms of helping the small farmer, the main beneficiaries
may be large farmers. And though governments may claim that their
policies redistribute income, the net impact of the programs may be
regressive.8

Critics of government programs thus claim that market failures are
matched by a corresponding list of government failures (see Stiglitz
1986). The fact that markets face certain problems does not in itself
justify government intervention; it only identifies the potential area for
it. This caveat is particularly important in any assessment of public
44
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remedies for those market failures affected by imperfect information
(for instance, imperfect credit markets), since the government is likely
to face similar problems if it intervenes.9
To understandthe nature of governmentinterventionsin agricultural
markets, one must approach the problem from the perspective of the
second best. Whether government or market failures are of greater
importance may differ from country to country, and this will crucially
affect the nature of the appropriategovernmentpolicy. Failureto recognize this fact has given rise to much of the controversy over state
intervention. Simplistic views-such as "governmentsshould not intervene in free markets"-or even the more sophisticated view (based on
optimal tax theory for developed countries) that "government should
not impose trade taxes" become inappropriate once it is recognized
that the government has limited instruments for collecting revenue
(thus, some distortionary taxation is necessary) and for redistributing
income (so that the surest way of improving the lot of the rural poor
may be through trade taxes).10But the prescriptionthat the government
use trade taxes to redistributeincome may be inappropriatewhen the
redistributiveimpact of trade taxes is likely to be regressive.11
An analysis of the appropriate policy for a particular country must
therefore begin by specifying the reasons for market failure and the
instruments the government can use to remedy it. The role of general
theories is to identify the circumstances under which one kind of
policy is more likely to be appropriate, thereby developing a taxonomy for analyzing policies in different countries.'2 The models for
specific countries help to frame the policy discussion. They enable one
to establish whether the source of disagreement over policy is differences in objectives (welfare weights associated with different groups
or between current generations and future generations); or differences
in views about the structure of the economy; or differences in views
about the values of key parameters (see Atkinson and Stiglitz 1980).
The following sections organize the evaluation of alternative policies around several themes: risk, incentives, credit, redistribution, dynamic effects, food subsidies, and considerations of political economy.

Most economists acknowledge that farmers face significant risks
and have only limited opportunity to avoid them through insurance
and other markets. However, appropriate remedies are the subject of
theoretical and practical disagreement.13
What is of crucial importance to farmers is stabilizing their income,
not stabilizing the prices of their produce. If price and quantity are
negatively correlated, stabilizing prices may actually exacerbate the
fluctuations in income.
Some economists favor the use of futures markets. These have the
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advantageof allowing a farmerto choose how much of his crop to
sell forward,to "adapt"the extent of price stabilizationto his own
circumstancesand preferences.But futuresmarketshave two important drawbacks.First, they involve bigger transactionscosts than
those price stabilizationschemes that work throughthe market.To
the extent that such schemes serve to stabilizeincomes, they do so
without any farmertaking special action for himself.Second,to the
extent that crop sizes are uncertain,no farmercan completelyhedge
his position unless he purchasescrop insurance(which in generalis
unavailable).These disadvantagesare not necessarilyas bad as those
producedby schemesin which the governmentdoes not stabilizethe
marketprice,but makesseparateagreementswith differentfarmersto
buy givenamountsof a crop at a guaranteedprice.
Despite their transactionscosts, futures markets dominate most
types of price stabilizationschemes.The intuitivereason is that futures marketsallow the farmerto choose how much he wishes to
divesthimselfof price risk.14However,even in developedcountriesin
which futuresmarketsexist, farmershave not (at least until recently)
used these marketsto any significantextent.'"Thus, it remains an
open questionwhetherfuturesmarketscould be an effectiveway of
sparingsmallfarmersfrom risks.
If governmentsdecideto stabilizeprices,they have severalways to
do so. They can, for instance,use bufferstocks,which can be operated accordingto various rules. Perfectprice stability is, in essence,
impossible.Even simple rules, such as setting a band within which
prices can move, are not immuneto speculativeattack.'6The only
generallyfeasiblerules involve prices being a functionof the size of
the currentstock;as the amountin storagedecreases,the government
allows the priceto rise.
The limitedcalculationsdone so far suggestthat the welfaregains
from well-designedrules may be significantlygreaterthan those from
certainsimplerules,such as keepingpriceswithina band (evenif that
were possible).'7Indeed, questions may be raised about the significance of the latter gains altogether(Newberyand Stiglitz 1982). As
for bufferstocks, a majorcriticismis that it is usuallymore efficient
to store generalpurchasingpower than specificcommodities-that is,
to use savingsand reserves-except when transportand transactions
costs are large.
Anotherway for governmentsto try to affectprice variabilityis to
impose trade restrictions.These may have markedtransactionaladvantagesover other forms of price stabilization,though they may be
less effectivein stabilizingincomes.It is now widely recognizedthat,
in the presenceof uncertainty(and with limitedgovernmentalability
to respond to changing circumstances),quotas and tariffs are not
interchangeable.Tariffs do not insulate a country from foreign46
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inducedpricefluctuations,but quotasmay do so. Quotas are particularlyeffectivewhen the sourceof pricefluctuationsis neitherdomestic
demandnor supply;they can then completelyinsulatethe producers
from foreignshocks (at the cost, of course, of preventinga country
fromtakingfull advantageof its currentcomparativeadvantage).Quotas are also effectivein the extremecase in which the only sourceof
variabilityis domesticoutput;they then serveto raisepriceswhenever
farmersare sufferingfrom lower volume.Evenin these circumstances,
however,it is not clear that the gains from reducingrisk exceed the
costs of failingto take advantageof temporarycomparativeadvantage.
The calculationsdependpartlyon supplyresponses.
With any price stabilizationscheme,supplyresponsesare a major
uncertainty.How do farmersreact to a reductionin risk? And to
what extent do a government'sprice stabilizationprogramsserve
simply to replacethe stabilizing(arbitrage)activitiesof the private
sector?Littleempiricalwork has been done on eitherof these issues,
though the effects can clearly be large:some countrieshave had to
restricttheir farmers'productionso as to limit the costs of governmentprograms.
Thoughthereoften is a role for governmentinterventionto reduce
the risks faced by farmers,many of the programsjustifiedon these
groundsservemoreto redistributeincomethan to stabilizeit. Indeed,
in some instances,they may actually increasethe variabilityof income. The appeal of these programsmay lie in the way that they
conceal the size and allocationof subsidies.Werethe subsidiesprovidedmoreopenly,they mightnot be politicallyacceptable.'8
The taxes and subsidies in agriculture inevitably influence the behavior of farmers. They affect decisions to be a farmer and to allocate
effort and other resources to agriculture. The most common form of
influence occurs when governments try to tax agriculture-by taxing
farm output directly or, equivalently, by setting up state marketing
boards that purchase crops at less than the international price, by
taxing export, or by putting tariffs on industrial goods."9Lowering the
price of farm products obviously reduces the incentives for farmers.
Though the supply curve may bend backward in certain circumstances, in general supply will be reduced when taxes get sufficiently
high.20The welfare losses associated with such taxes may be particularly large in sharecropping economies, where the farmer receives
between a third and two-thirds of the value of his marginal product.2'
Economists concerned with incentives favor land taxes over output
taxes, since the former are close to the economists' ideal: lump-sum
taxes. The central problem, however, seems to be valuing the land. If
each acre of land is taxed the same, irrespectiveof its quality, the tax
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would be thought unfair.But if the qualityof land is judgedon the
basis of output,then a land tax is virtuallythe same as an outputtax.
In many developingcountries,land marketsare so thin that market
price cannot be used; even in developedcountries,there is considerable uncertaintyaboutthe truevalueof differentproperties.
In manycountries,governmentshave triedto mitigatethe effectsof
output taxes by combiningthem with input subsidies-particularly
for fertilizer,seeds, and credit. If all inputs were subsidizedto the
sameextent, such schemeswould be equivalentto reducingthe output
tax. The same resultscould be achievedwith lower transactioncosts
by cuttingthe outputtax directly.In fact, however,subsidiesare never
the same for all inputs,if only becausesome key inputsare unobservable. The schemes thereforecause distortions, boosting the use of
subsidizedinputsrelativeto unsubsidizeditems.
Accordingto the moderntheoryof the secondbest, the presenceof
a distortiondoes not mean that the subsidy policy is automatically
bad;afterall, the outputtax itself inducesdistortions.But it is reasonable to suspectthat, for raisinga given revenue,the combinationof
taxing and subsidizingis not only transactionallyinefficient,but also
more distortivethan a policy of imposingtaxes on outputs and inputs. In other words, the input subsidynot only distorts the input
choice, but (becauseit uses revenue)also requiresan even highertax
on output than would otherwisebe needed.Recentstudieshave confirmedthis intuition;only underrestrictiveconditionsis it desirableto
subsidizeinputs and tax output.22In a sharecroppingeconomythere
are some circumstancesin which a fertilizersubsidymight be desirable: for instance,the increaseduse of fertilizercould so raise the
marginal productof labor that workersare inducedto work harder,
even though the price they receivefor their output is lower. Under
those conditions,of course,it would have paid the landlordto subsidize the fertilizerhimself;no governmentsubsidyis required(Braverman and Stiglitz1986).
The sameanalysisappliesin the choicebetweeninputsubsidiesand
price supportsas a way of encouragingproduction.Input subsidies
introducean inefficiencyin the choice of technique,a distortionthat
can be avoidedby using price supports.23(Two furtherargumentsfor
input subsidies-that they have desirabledistributionalconsequences
and beneficialdynamiceffects-are discussedlaterin this article.)
Most developing countries produce several differentcrops. This
raisesthe questionof whetherall cropsshouldbe subjectto a uniform
tax and, if taxes vary, which crops should be taxed at higherrates.
The question involves both incentive and efficiencyconsiderations.
This sectiondiscussesonly the former,becausewe have alreadynoted
that the key factor in determiningthe efficiencyeffectsof taxes is the
elasticityof supply.This may well differacrosscrops, suggestingthat
48
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the loss in efficiency from taxing inelastically supplied crops may be
less than from taxing those with high elasticity.24
One significant set of incentive issues concerns the attractions for
rural dwellers of migrating to towns and cities; such migration often
gives rise to urban unemployment. Migration naturally responds to
differences in real incomes between the two sectors.25 Thus, an increase in the (relative) tax burden on farming may generate a further
dead weight loss in extra urban unemployment. The importance of
this obviously depends on the supply elasticity of migration, and on
the extent of (marginally induced) urban unemployment, which in
turn will depend on the degree of wage flexibility in urban areas. In
some circumstances, these considerations should play a central role in
policymaking.

It is a common observation that farmers in developing countries are
unable to obtain credit, or that they can do so only at usurious
interest rates.26 This is not, in itself, evidence of a market failure.
Interest rates will be high if the probability of default is high-which
is indeed often the case. At the same time, the fact that there is
imperfect information on the credit risks of different individuals (the
adverse selection problem) and on the actions of those individuals (the
moral hazard problem) means that the market equilibrium is not, in
general, (constrained) Pareto efficient.27
Nonetheless, government policies to boost credit for farmers need
to take account of these adverse selection and moral hazard problems.
The government is usually in no better (indeed, often worse) position for gathering information on the varying probabilities of default. Furthermore, a government credit program that involves some
discretion in the granting of loans also contains scope for giving
subsidies to particular individuals: whenever a "high-risk" farmer is
granted a loan for which the interest rate has not been increased
accordingly, he is obtaining an implicit subsidy. It is naturally difficult
for an outsider to judge whether a subsidy has been granted; precisely
for this reason, such programs are open to abuse.28
In spite of the difficulties of designing rural credit schemes, a few
have been successful.29Distilling the lessons of these successes (and
the lessons from the many more numerous failures) remains a challenge for researchers.

In developed countries, there is a strong presumption in favor of
tackling distribution issues through taxing income rather than commodities.30 This presumption is less strong in developing countries,
precisely because of the limited range of redistributive instruments
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availableto the government.If the governmentwishes to redistribute
incometo urbandwellers,the most effectiveway may be a commodity tax. Since in most developing countries people in rural areas are

already worse off than their urban counterparts,such policies are
regressive(see Lipton 1971). This suggests that policies which are
notionally justifiedon distributionalgrounds may have other (for
example,political)motivations.This in turn should make one suspicious of differentialtaxation: differentialtax rates can be used to
redistributeincomenot only from rich to poor, but also frompoor to
rich, from the politically powerless to the politically powerful, from

one regionto another.
The structureof agriculturalprices not only affectsthe welfare of
the rural areas relative to the urban, but also has distributional
effects within the countryside.These latter effects are often used to
justify taxing one commodityat a lower rate than others (becauseit
is grown mostly by poorer farmers)or subsidizingone input (because it is used mostly by poorer farmers).An assessmentof the
distributionalconsequencesof such policies needs to consider not
only the direct effects, but also the indirectones-in particular,the
effects on the wages paid to landless laborers. Thus, if fertilizer
decreasesthe marginalproduct of labor (at any level of input of
labor), a subsidyon fertilizermightreducethe demandfor labor and
consequentlythe landlesslaborers'wage, in which case the distributional consequenceswill be regressive.
Ascertainingthese "generalequilibrium"consequencesis seldom
straightforward.Moreover,one has to be cautiousabout using, say,
differentialinput subsidies to achieve certain distributionalgoals.
Wealthierfarmersare likely to use more of all inputs,includingmore
fertilizer-so a fertilizersubsidy is likely to benefitthem most.31Indeed, in the central case of constant returnsto scale, outputs and
inputs will be precisely proportional.

In some cases, there may be systematicdifferencesin input-output
ratios accordingto differentlevels of wealth, becausepoorerfarmers
have differentqualitiesof land or becausethey face differentfactor
prices (or similarly,becauserentalmarketsare imperfect,so that the
cost per day of using,say, a tractoris greaterfor them than for richer
farmers).32

Wheneverthere are systematicdifferencesin input-outputratios, it
is possibleto redistributeincomethrougha combinationof taxes and
subsidies.But if the differencesare small, of course,taxes and subsidies have to be large to attain even a limited amount of redistribution-and the associateddistortionswill also be large.In many cases,
the amount of redistributionachieved probably cannot justify the
distortions caused by policies that simultaneouslytax output and
subsidize inputs or subsidize some inputs and tax others.

50
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A rather different justification for subsidizing inputs has to do with
the adoption of new technologies. If peasants were perfectly rational
and risk markets were perfect, then farmers would adopt the new
technology if it increased their expected utility. No government subsidy would be needed.
Reality is different:risk markets are imperfect, and peasants are risk
averse. Moreover, technologies that are riskier,but offer higher returns,
yield more tax revenue for the government. Thus, the government has
a real interest in encouragingthe adoption of such technologies. If such
technologies use a lot of fertilizer,for example, then a fertilizer subsidy
may be an effective way of encouraging the adoption of the riskier
technologies.
There is an added (and rather distinct) justification for governments
to encourage the use of new technologies: when one farmer tries a
new technology, he conveys a large amount of information to his
neighbors. The presence of these informational externalities implies
that farmers will have insufficient incentives for trying new technologies; the solution is to levy corrective (Pigovian) taxes or to provide
subsidies.
The conflict between these dynamic efficiency objectives and distributional considerations raises a familiar problem. The farmers that
are least risk averse are likely to be the large ones, so they are likely
to be willing to try the new technology.33Thus, subsidies for those
who introduce the new technology are likely to be regressive. (The
effect may be exacerbated if the new technologies are also capital
intensive, and the larger farmers have easier access to capital markets
or can borrow at lower interest rates.)

Dynamic
Effects

The issues of pricing food in towns and cities are linked to agricultural pricing policies in several ways. First, the prices received by
farmers and those paid by consumers will sometimes have to be the
same; the government is unable to prevent the black markets that
result when it tries to put a wedge between the two sets of prices. In
that case, policies which make farmers better off (by increasing the
prices they receive) simultaneously make those in the urban areas
worse off. Whether these effects on urban dwellers can, or will, be
offset depends on how their wages are determined.34
Second, urban food subsidies are expensive: they increase the
amount of revenue that the government must raise from other
sources, including taxes imposed on farmers (or, alternatively, they
reduce what the government can spend on investment and other
programs).
Third, in closed economies, there is a "material balance" condition:

Food
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if farmers produce less (because of a tax on their output), then-for
demand to equal supply-urban prices must rise. Workers in the
urban areas will thus be worse off, unless wages adjust.
Both efficiency and distributional issues arise in the analysis of the
structure of taxes and subsidies in urban areas. Efficiency discussions
focus on the dead weight loss associated with any tax or subsidy
structure. However, it may be misleading to try to borrow from the
findings of optimal tax theory, as it has been conceived in developed
countries. Central to that theory is the assumption that the economy
is at full employment and that taxation distorts the supply of labor. (If
the labor supply was, for instance, inelastic, then uniform taxation
would be desirable.) As urban unemployment is a serious problem in
many developing countries, it is implausible that governments will be
much concerned about any slight reduction in the supply of labor.
Moreover, under a variety of hypotheses, it seems reasonable to
assume that wages will respond to changes in prices. This will be so
if, for instance, workers' productivity depends on the wages they
receive and the prices they pay, and firms set their wages to minimize
their labor costs (per efficiency unit). In that case, if efficiency depends
simply on the level of a worker's utility, uniform taxation is again
desirable. But if efficiency is particularly sensitive to food prices (because efficiency depends on nutrition), then it may indeed be desirable
to subsidize food. This analysis will obviously vary according to the
nature of the job. If workers in urban areas are mainly employed in
civil service jobs, where limited physical exertion is needed, the case
for food subsidies may be weaker than in more industrialized urban
settings.
The distributional effects of urban pricing policies are also likely to
depend critically on how far food subsidies can be disaggregated.
Thus, a uniform food subsidy is likely to have a smaller redistributive
impact than a subsidy limited to millet, while in some countries, a
subsidy just for rice may be regressive in its effects. If the government
is particularly concerned with the poor yet cannot reach them directly, it may be desirable to have general food subsidies even though
the rich benefit more than the poor.

Considerations
of Political
Economy

52

Some of the issues discussed in this article have been a source of
controversy for centuries. Governments have the power, through taxation, to redistribute income from one group to another, from one
region to another. They have often used this power to favor urban
dwellers over farmers, though in developed countries the pattern has
recently been reversed. These redistributive objectives (which often
seem only by coincidence to have much to do with egalitarianism) are
pursued quite independently of their allocative effects. It is precisely
Research Observer 2, no. 1 (January 1987)
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these "distortionary" consequences of government intervention that
have incurred the economists' wrath. Though it is true that the redistributive objectives might not be obtainable in a nondistortionary
form, that does not detract from the central questions: how much
redistribution, at what cost, and to whose benefit?35

No policy is ever perfect. Even if it were perfectly adapted to the
circumstances that prompted it, circumstances change and then
there may be alternative policies that are more effective. The question
of how to handle policy changes has recently been the subject of
debate.
Should, for instance, the government make many small changes or
a few large changes? The first option (sometimes referred to as policy
"reforms") has the advantage that it requires only knowledge of
demand and supply elasticities and cross elasticities (or other variables) in the current equilibrium. Deciding what large changes are
desirable requires a wider knowledge of the structure of the economy-information that is seldom available (indeed, there is some question whether, without experiments, such information is obtainable at
all).36Nonetheless, there are significant (fixed) costs involved in making any change in policy, plus the costs of uncertainty whenever
policy is changed frequently.37There may also be significant distributive consequences from policy changes that may, at best, be capricious; for example, changes in the relative taxes of different agricultural goods will change relative land values; these taxes may be borne
mainly by those who happen to own the land at the time the tax is
announced.
Of course, the most significant transactional costs are the set-up
costs involved in a particular tax or subsidy. Though simple models
that ignore these costs might suggest that it is desirable to have, say, a
small tax or subsidy on fertilizer,the administrative costs of setting up
such a scheme may be largely independent of the size of the tax or
subsidy; when these costs are taken into account, they show that a tax
or subsidy should be applied only if it is large. Many of the major
policy issues cannot really be considered within a framework that is
limited to marginal changes in tax rates.

This article has stressed that the design of agricultural policies
should be viewed as an exercise in the theory of second best, an
exercise requiring detailed information about a country and careful
judgment about the nature and relative importance of market (and
nonmarket) failures.
Against these standards, most of the simplistic prescriptions fail.

Policy Reform

Concluding
Remarks
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The assertionthat governmentsshouldneverintervenein agricultural
marketsmisses the potential importance,in some cases, of market
failures. Argumentsagainst distortionarytrade taxes often fail to
recognizethat revenuehas to be raisedsomehow;that many governments do not have any nondistortionarymethodsof raisingrevenue;
and that trade taxes may have distinct transactionalmerits. These
points apply even againstmorerecentargumentsthat the government
shouldnot imposetradetaxes (Diamondand Mirrlees1971).
Simpleprescriptionshave one obviousadvantage:they enableeconomists to make policy judgmentswith virtuallyno knowledgeof the
countryin question.But the flaws in the simplisticapproachmake it
all the more importantto accumulatedetailedinformationon most of
the developingworld. The first step in any systematicanalysis of
agriculturepolicies is thereforeto describeas accuratelyas possible
the consequencesof each policy. This requiresa model of the economy concerned-and a model appropriatefor one countrymay not be
for another.Recent work has clarifiedsome of the essential ingredients of these models:wage-settingpolicies in the urbansector,the
nature of rural-urbanmigration,and the organizationof the rural
sector-labor, land, and creditmarkets.This descriptiveand empirical
work is essentialbefore it is possibleto make useful normativejudgments that attachwelfareweightsto the effectsof policies on various
groups.38Much of the recent work in optimal tax theory can be
criticized on the grounds that it fails to make explicit the consequencesof policy for variousgroups,providingonly a summarydescriptionof the policythat maximizessome social welfarefunction.39
The weaknessof simpleprescriptionsshouldnot drivepeopleto the
oppositeextremeof arguingthat, in a second-bestworld, "anythingis
possible."Importantqualitativestatementscan be made on the basis
of certain qualitative information about the economy. This article has

given one example of this tenet in developingcountries:the simultaneousimpositionof input subsidiesand output taxes can be shown
to be undesirableundercertainconditions.
In any analysisof agriculturalpolicies,the hardestpart is to incorporate political economy considerations-to decide what are to be
taken as political constraints. Again, though general answers may
be impossible, some assumptions seem more reasonable than others.
Thus, many analyses begin with the presumption that the government

cannot lower the urban wage, but they also assume that the wage
will not adjust in response to price increases. They assume, in other
words, a kind of myopia, which may be valid in the short run, but
seems implausible in the long run. It suggests more naivete on the part
of the economic theorist than is possessed by workers in developing
countries.
Economists are also concerned about how their advice will be used.
54
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There is a large gap between the rationalefor certainpolicies and
their actual consequences;policies that are justifiedas redistributive,
though they do indeedredistributeincome, may do so in a regressive
manner.This article has expressedparticulardoubts about policies
involvingdifferentialtaxation, which hide official subsidiesand give
the governmentdiscretionin the way they are allocated.The validity
of these doubts may differfrom countryto country.But they matter
less to the extent that economistsconcentrateon a positive description of the consequencesof alternativepolicies.

In virtually every country, governmentsintervene in agriculturalmarkets in a variety
of ways-with subsidies and taxes, with credit, with price stabilization programs, and
with expenditure programs. This article provides a systematic framework within which
these various programs can be assessed. The analysis of any policy must begin with a
description of its effects. An evaluation of the appropriatenessof any policy must begin
by specifying the reasons for market failure and the instruments at the disposal of the
government. The article focuses on the consequences of imperfect risk and credit
markets and considers the incentive and distributive effects of alternative government
programs.

1. See, for instance, Binswanger and Scandizzo (1983).

Abstract

Notes

2. This article is not a systematic review of the relevant literature;rather,its objective
is to develop a perspectivewithin which to view government policies toward agriculture.
Bibliographical references have, accordingly, been kept to a minimum. This article
elaborates on another recent survey (Johnson 1986). Johnson argues that "governmental
intervention in agriculturalmarketsshould occur only when there is a strong affirmative
case for so doing" (p. 15). The present article considers the conditions under which this
will be true and the consequences of alternative policies under those circumstances.
3. The following list of market failures is neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.
For instance, as noted below, problems of imperfect information provide part of the
explanation for incomplete risk and credit markets.
4. Insurance markets are notoriously bad in many contexts other than agricultural
markets. Particular problems in agricultural markets are adverse selection and moral
hazard: the farmer is likely to be better informed about the hazards he faces than the
insurer (this is referred to as the adverse selection problem); and there are actions the
farmer can take that affect output (or, more generally, the insurance companies'
expected liability; this is referred to as the moral hazard problem). Thus, though the
farmer cannot affect whether there is a hailstorm, he can affect the losses he incurs if
one happens, by taking precautionary action. Adverse selection and moral hazard
problems need to be taken into account in the design of insurance contracts.
Government policies that ignore adverse selection and moral hazard may exacerbate
the problems. Thus, government stabilization programs may induce farmersto increase
their production of risky crops, thus imposing a greater cost on government than it
would otherwise have to face.
5. Most economists, believing in consumer sovereignty and individualistic social
welfare functions, are more concerned about their low income than a low consumption
of particular commodities, such as food or health services. There is, however, no
unanimity on this point. Tobin (1970) for instance, has put forward the notion of
"specific equalitarianism," arguing that society should be concerned with the levels of
consumption of particular commodities.
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6. What often seems of concern is not only the level of income but changes in income.
If, for example, technological change makes many small farms economically unviable,
government policies may be aimed at easing the transition of these small farmers out of
agriculture. These programs may be thought of as a response to the market's failure to
provide insurance against such changes.
7. A pure insurance or price stabilization program would, of course, just break even,
with losses when prices are low offset by profits when prices are high.
8. See Braverman and Guasch (1986) for a review of the empirical findings on the
impact of rural credit programs.
9. Indeed, the problems associated with distinguishing between good and bad
borrowers and of monitoring the actions of borrowers enhance the scope for political
abuse within subsidized credit schemes.
10. Most developing countries do not have the administrative wherewithal for an
effective and equitable income tax system. Moreover, in economies in which private
bookkeeping procedures are limited, the marginal social cost for implementing an
income tax system may be unduly high.
11. Economists naturally feel (and should feel) less confident about statements
concerning how their advice might be used or abused. Some economists claim that their
responsibility is limited to explaining what taxes attain what distributive goals most
efficiently. But political processes are no less real than economic processes, even if they
are less understood. The question can be put in a more analytical way. Assume we
believed that the political process was well described by a majority voting model.
Because the future is uncertain, it is obviously undesirable to specify precise tax rates.
Economists are asked whether there should be a constitutional restriction to uniform
taxation of commodities. An economist brought up on the Ramsey rules might be
tempted to say no. But an economist brought up in the social choice tradition would
ask, if we have majority voting, what kinds of differential tax rates are likely to be
imposed? Under some circumstances, that economist might conclude that expected
social welfare would be higher, given the political process, under a constitutional
restriction to uniform taxation.
12. All modeling requiressimplification.Thus, the fact that a model leaves out certain
aspects of reality is not in itself a criticism. It is, of course, essential that what is left out
is of secondary importance. Many of the debates about the appropriatenessof different
theories turn on disagreements about the significance of some feature of the economy,
which has been omitted from one model but plays an important role in another.
13. For a more extensive discussion of the issues associated with risk in the context
of developing countries, see Newbery and Stiglitz (1981).
14. With futures markets, farmers must decide (usually before the size of their crop
is known) how much of their crop to sell forward; if their crop exceeds the amount sold
forward, they bear a price risk on the difference. With price stabilization schemes, the
price is stabilized on all of their output, regardlessof its size.
15. Perhaps this is so because of the large transactions costs in these markets or
because small farmers may feel that they are at an informational disadvantage relative
to speculators or large trading companies (it is well known that markets with such
asymmetric information are likely to be thin or nonexistent; see Akerlof 1970). They
may also be concerned that such markets may be subjected to manipulation.
16. When, for instance, the price approaches its floor, speculators believe that the
government will probably not be able to sustain the price, so they sell their stocks,
making it indeed impossible for the government to maintain the floor (Salant 1979).
17. These calculations suggest that the value of social welfare is sensitive to the
precise stabilization rule employed. This should be contrasted with calculations on, for
instance, the optimal tax rate, where, under a variety of circumstances, it appears that
the value of social welfare is not very sensitive to the tax rates imposed.
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18. In many developing countries, agricultural marketing boards, which are often
justified in terms of their role in stabilizing prices, at the same time serve to tax
agriculture.
19. It may not be obvious that industrial tariffs should really be viewed as a tax on
agriculture. In a general equilibrium model, all that is relevant is relative prices.
Increasing the price of industrial goods has the same effect as reducing the price of
agriculturalgoods. This fact is, of course, eventuallydiscovered by farmers and has been
a source of strife in developed countries.
20. Even if supply curves do bend backward, with income effects and substitution
effects offsetting each other, there are dead weight welfare losses.
21. Though the more theoretical work on sharecropping suggests that the shares
ought to respond to these changes in circumstances,there is little evidence that they do
so, perhaps for the reasons suggested by Allen (1985). It is important to note that the
sharecropping system is not necessarily inefficient;that it may represent a reasonable
response to the problems of incentives and risk in farming. (See Cheung 1969; Stiglitz
1974.) Nonetheless, with a positive labor supply elasticity, output under sharecropping
may be much less than it would be after a land reform, in which land was redistributed
to the peasants.
22. See Sah and Stiglitz (1985). These conditions entail large cross elasticities of
demand, significantnonhomotheticityin the production function, and significantgeneral
equilibriumwage effects. Their analysis does not, however, apply to sharecropping.
23. This is a heuristic argument. The general theory of the second best has emphasized the inappropriatenessof counting distortions. Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) have
established a general theorem concerning the desirability of production efficiency.
Though Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1971) have noted several important limitations to that
theorem (in particular, the theorem requires that the government have a rich set of
instruments at its disposal), it still seems that, in the case examined here, there is a
presumption in favor of production efficiency.
24. Cross elasticities between the outputs of different crops must also be taken into
account. The importance of these cross elasticities depends on how fine will be the
differentiation among commodities. That is, the cross elasticity between two types of
wheat is likely to be much greater than the cross elasticity between wheat and rice.
Johnson (1986) has suggested that the differential taxes imposed on wheat relative to
rice-which is significant in both China and India-may have more to do with the
greater political influence of wheat farmers than rice farmers.
25. In some cases, reducing the price received by farmers might reduce migration. If
farmers are credit constrained, then when they are worse off they may be less able to
finance extended unemployment in urban areas. See Kanbur (1981).
26. For two recent surveys of the issues involved in rural credit, see Bravermanand
Guasch (1986) and Lipton (1981).
27. That is, they are not Pareto efficient, even taking into account the limitations in
information; there exist government policies that could, in principle, make everyone
better off.
28. Even the private sector has difficulty designing managerial incentive schemes to
assess these risks. Whether a particularloan is "good" or not will often not be apparent
for several years, after the loan officer has departed for another job.
29. Bravermanand Guasch (1986) cite several such instances, including the INVIERNO
Development Bank Program,implemented in Nicaragua in 1975, programs in Korea (see
also Lee and others 1977), and Kenya's Cooperative Savings Scheme (von Pischke 1983).
30. In certain limiting cases, it can be shown that if there is an optimal (or Pareto
efficient) tax structure, then no commodity taxes should be imposed. Even with an
optimal linear tax, the presumption against commodity taxation remains fairly strong.
More generally, the properties of the demand systems that determine whether commod-
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ity taxesshouldbe imposedand,if so, at whatratesareat besthardto estimate.Thus,
for instance,with the frequentlyestimatedlinearexpendituresystem,it is alwaysthe
casewithan optimallinearincometax thatno commoditytaxationshouldbe imposed,
if the only sourceof inequalityis differences
in individuals'wages(includingdifferences
in wealththat resultfromthesewagedifferences).
More generally,while the distortionsarisingfrom taxing commoditiesthat are
inelasticallydemandedmay be small, those commoditiesgenerallyhave low income
elasticities,so that taxing them has regressivedistributionalconsequences.In many
cases,once an optimalincometax is imposed,thesedistributionalandincentiveeffects
exactlybalanceeachother,makingit desirableto imposeno commoditytaxationat all.
31. Subsidyschemesin whichthe size of the subsidydependson the incomeof the
The simplestschemesenableeach farmer
farmermay be used in some circumstances.
to buya givenamountof fertilizerat a subsidizedprice.Forall farmerswho buy more
than that amount,the subsidyis equivalentto a lumpsum subsidy(andin this sense,
has nothingto do withfertilizer).If blackmarketscannotbe prevented,eventhosewho
use less than the givenamountwill purchasethe subsidizedfertilizerfor resale.Then
the fertilizersubsidydoes nothing more than providea uniformlump sum for all
individuals.
32. The cost differencesassociatedwith rentalversusownershipmarketsmayreflect
importantmoralhazardproblems.Thefactthatthesedifferencesarenot a consequence
of a "marketfailure"does not lessenthe distributional
consequences.A similarpoint
appliesto the differentcosts of capitalfacingdifferentfarmers.
In somecases,incentiveanddistributional
considerations
pull in oppositedirections;
in others,theyreinforceeachother.Assume,for instance,thatbecauseof lackof access
to the capitalmarket,poor farmersuse less fertilizer.A fertilizertax wouldthen have
a beneficialdistributiveeffect.But, at the sametime,the marginalproductof fertilizer
is muchhigheramongthe poor thanamongthe rich.A fertilizersubsidywouldpartly
offsetthe inefficienciesarisingfrom the poor'slack of accessto capital.In this case,
althoughthe poor consumeless fertilizer,the incrementin incomeresultingfrom a
fertilizersubsidymaybe larger.
33. Moreover,to the extent that there are fixed costs associatedwith acquiring
informationneeded to implementa new technology,large farmershave a greater
incentiveto makethe requisiteexpenditures.To the extent that thesecosts are borne
by the government(throughagricultural
extensionservices),theseeffectsaremitigated.
34. See Braverman
and Kanbur(1986)for a modelexaminingthesequestionsin an
Africancontext.
35. Perhapsthe questionthatshouldbe posedis not, Whatis the optimalset of taxes
andsubsidies?
Rather,thequestionis, Giventhepoliticalprocessesthatdeterminewhich
taxes or subsidieswill be chosen,what constraintsshould be imposedon the set of
admissibletaxesor subsidies?Somecontendthatthe answerto this question,in many
contexts,involvesuniformtaxation.
36. At issueis not the lackof econometricresearchor the unavailability
of data.The
economymay simplynot have experienced,say, relativepricesin the rangein which
some policy might take it. Thougheconomistsfrequentlyassumeconstantelasticity
functions,allowingthemto projecttheconsequences,
thisis littlemorethanguesswork;
even if elasticitieswere approximatelyconstantover the rangeof relativepricesthat
have been experienced,thereis no reasonto believethat the elasticitywould remain
constantoutsidethat range.
37. Althoughagain, it is not apparentwhetherthere is more effectiveuncertainty
associatedwith a largenumberof smallchangesor infrequentlargechangesin policy.
38. Bravermanand Hammerhave emphasizedin their work the importanceof a
carefulpositivedescriptionof the consequences
of policy,incorporating
the constraints
and distortionswithinthe country.See, for instance,Bravermanand Hammer(1986);
Braverman,
Hammer,and Ayn(1986);andBraverman,
Hammer,and Gron(1986).
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39. More recent work on Pareto efficient tax structures attempts to identify the
characteristics of the tax structures that apply regardless of the normative judgments
employed. For a review of this work, see Stiglitz (1987).

Akerlof, George. 1970. "The Market for 'Lemons': Qualitative Uncertainty and the
Market Mechanism." Quarterly Journal of Economics 84: 488-500.
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